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MY STATION, A CITY BOOSTER

- A destination
- A multimodal hub
- A city booster

RAILWAY STATION

- New geographic and symbolic position
- Added value for passengers and neighborhood
- Impact on territories and employment.

BORDEAUX SAINT-JEAN AS A CITY BOOSTER
FOCUS ON
BORDEAUX SAINT-JEAN STATION

Station Expanding

- 4 years renovation and refit
- New building and car parks
- Over 200M€ invested since 2010

Improve client experience

- 18M passengers expected (11M in 2016)
- 3 600m² shopping experience - 20 brands
- Over 30 Services to customer (from WIFI to money exchange and picture printing and piano...)

BORDEAUX SAINT-JEAN AS A CITY BOOSTER
Historic station (historic departure entrance)

Redesigned hall 1 (historic departure hall)
BORDEAUX SAINT-JEAN AS A CITY BOOSTER

2,5 M m²
New buildings

25 000
New jobs expected

10 000
New shops

17 000
New housing
New bridge over the Garonne river

New district along railways (project)
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